
Grade 7 - 2nd SIX WEEKS- RLA 
Whole Group Reading- Focus Overview 

 

 Reading Writing  

 
Week 1 

Fiction  

7.2A,7.2B, 7.2E 
7.6A, 7.6C  
7.3Fig19D, 7.6Fig.19D, 
7.6Fig19E 

7.17Ai, ii, iii, iv, 7.21 
 
 

 
Week 2 

Fiction  

7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
7.6A, 7.6B, 7.6C,7.8A 
7.6Fig19D, 7.8Fig.19D, 
7.6Fig19E 

7.14C-E, 7.17Ai, ii, iii, iv, v 

 
Week 3 

Fiction, Drama  

7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
7.5A,7.8A 
7.5Fig19D, 7.8Fig19D, 
7.6Fig19E  

7.17C 

 
Week 4 

Drama, Fiction, Media 
Literacy 

 

7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E,  
7.5A, 7.6B, 7.8A, 
7.5Fig19, 
7.8Fig19D, 7.6Fig19E 

 7.17C 

 
Week 5 

CA2, Reteach, Fiction & 
Drama 

 

7.2A, 7.2B, 7.5A 
7.6A, 7.6B, 7.8A, 
7.6Fig19D 

7.14B-E 

 

 

Fiction and Drama Testing Frequency 

Tested Fiction 
& Drama SEs 

SW1 SW2 ACP SW4 SW5 STAAR 

7.2A     1 10 

7.2B 2 5  5 1 14 

7.2E     2 8 

7.3Fig.19D     1 8 

7.6Fig.19D  6  2  13 

7.6Fig.19E    2  6 

7.6A  3  4 1 5 

7.6B  5  5 2 15 

7.6C      3 

7.8Fig.19D     1 9 

7.8A 2   4 2 14 

7.5Fig.19D     2 4 

7.10Fig.19E     1  

7.5A  5  2 2 12 

7.Fig.19F     4 5 

 

 

 



Grade 7 - 2nd SIX WEEKS- RLA 
Week 1 Monday 10/1 Tuesday 10/2 Wednesday 10/3 Thursday 10/4 Friday 10/5 

 Establishing Habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

 

Reading Engagement: Fiction 

Daily Vocabulary Focus:  
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E  
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6A Explain the influence 
of the setting on plot 
development.  
 
7.6C 
Analyze different forms of 
point of view, 
including first-person, 
third-person omniscient, 
and third-person limited. 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6Fig.19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the 
structure and elements of 
fiction and provide evidence 
from text to support 
their understanding 
 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6A Explain the influence of 
the setting on plot 
development.  
7.6B  
Analyze the development of 
the plot through the internal 
and external responses of the 
characters, including their 
motivations and 
conflicts. 
 
7.6Fig.19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the 
structure and elements of 
fiction and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6B  
Analyze the development of 
the plot through the internal 
and external responses of the 
 
7.6Fig19E 
Summarize, paraphrase, and 
synthesize texts in ways that 
maintain meaning and logical 
order within a text and across 
texts. 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6A Explain the influence of 
the setting on plot 
development. 
 
7.3Fig19D 
Students analyze, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about theme 
and genre in different 
cultural, historical, and 
contemporary contexts and 
provide evidence from the 
text to support their 
understanding 
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7.6A  
How do specific details and 
events contribute to the 
story’s plot? 
 
How does setting influence 
plot development? 
 
7.6C  
How does the point of view 
reveal details about the 
story? 
 

7.6Fig.19D  
What text evidence does 
the author include to 
foreshadow future events? 
 
What inferences and 
connections can be made 
between the author’s use of 
specific sentence structures 
and fictional elements (e.g., 
mood, characterization, 
etc.)?  
 
What inferences and/or 
conclusions can be made 
about the 
narrator/characters based 
on specific details? 
What text evidence 
supports inferences and/or 
conclusions about the 
narrator? 
 

7.6A  
How do specific details and 
events contribute to the story’s 
plot? 
 
7.6B 
How does internal and external 
characterization contribute to 
the story’s plot? 
 
7.6Fig.19D  
What text evidence does the 
author include to foreshadow 
future events? 
 
What inferences and 
connections can be made 
between the author’s use of 
specific sentence structures 
and fictional elements (e.g., 
mood, characterization, etc.)?  
 
What inferences and/or 
conclusions can be made 
about the narrator/characters 
based on specific details? 
 
What text evidence supports 
inferences and/or conclusions 
about the narrator? 

7.6B  
How does internal and 
external characterization 
contribute to the story’s plot? 
 
What text evidence supports 
inferences and/or conclusions 
about characterization? 
 
7.619E 
What are the characteristics 
of an effective summary for 
the whole text? 

7.6A  
How do specific details and 
events contribute to the 
story’s plot? 
 
7.319D 
What is the author’s 
intended 
theme/lesson/message? 
 
What text evidence supports 
the author’s intended 
theme/lesson/message? 
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Key Texts: 
"Rikki Tikki Tavi" by Rudyard Kipling 
"Rikki-Tikki-Tavi" Text-Dependent Questions 
"Rikki Tikki Tavi" Annotation Exemplar 
  

"The Story of David and Goliath" by The Book of Samuel 
"The Story of David and Goliath" Text-Dependent Questions 
"Theseus and the Minotaur" by E2BN.org 
  

Additional Texts: 
When the British Ruled India Adapted By Newsela Staff 
(This is an expository text that teachers may use to support the narratives in this week of Unit 2.) 
 

Additional Texts: 
When the British Ruled India Adapted By Newsela Staff 
(This is an expository text that teachers may use to support the narratives in this week of Unit 2.) 
 

Key Strategies: 

Annotation  Annotation Exemplar 
 

 

Why is (detail) important to 
the story? 
What is the significance of 
(event involving a character)? 
 
How does the setting 
influence the plot of the 
story? 
 
How does the setting 
contribute to (Character’s) 
conflict in the story? 

Which sentence from the 
text foreshadows that 
(forthcoming event)? 
 
The author uses (sentence 
structure: short sentences, 
questions, exclamations, 
etc.) in paragraph # to help 
create a feeling of? 
 
The author’s use of 
(sentence structure: short 

Why is (detail) important to 
the story? 
What is the significance of 
(event involving a character)? 
 
How does the setting 
influence the plot of the 
story? 
 
How does the setting 
contribute to (Character’s) 
conflict in the story? 

7.6B 
(Character 1’s) interaction 
with (Character 2) contributes 
to the plot 
by — 
 
Which of these best describes 
(Character’s) internal conflict 
in the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Describe 
(Character’s) internal conflict 
in the story. 

7.6A 
Why is (detail) important to 
the story? 
What is the significance of 
(event involving a 
character)? 
 
How does the setting 
influence the plot of the 
story? 
 
How does the setting 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCbBT4_2JSsTUVc0pfMz8KrOsK58KLEi/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g13JJoHc_yEyuMo_QXHVgk48loacOzbzWHC8-qanU-A/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SUg9wV1ZxKFwio-9YkrCXeMZOqPg0_vp/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MUdTD21ODMaNhGO03Vi6ZwlA8d5_wOXT/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DkLyqG9plIXhrabyNEBnJTfAFSZ2hIPl61gJhI929Pk/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tpt7xstm6ZeQrCQyHmY6uaxSldwbTEQc/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PhPB8WKbYjAigopQKLgm0Vber0jUKOK8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PhPB8WKbYjAigopQKLgm0Vber0jUKOK8/view
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikiversity/en/f/fa/Annotating_Text.jpg
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How does the setting 
advance the plot of the story? 
 
The setting is important to the 
plot because — 

sentences, questions, 
exclamations, etc.) in 
paragraph # helps the 
reader understand — 
 
The details in paragraph # 
help the reader infer that — 
 
Read these sentences from 
the story. 

Sentence. (paragraph #) 
Sentence. (paragraph #) 

 
➢ Based on these 

sentences, the 
reader can infer 
that  

(Character) thinks — 
 
(Character’s) thoughts in 
these sentences reveal that 
he/she — 
Why does the narrator 
(describe action by the 
narrator)? 
 
 
 
 

 
How does the setting 
advance the plot of the story? 
 
The setting is important to the 
plot because — 
 
7.6B 
(Character 1’s) interaction 
with (Character 2) contributes 
to the plot 
by — 
 
Which of these best 
describes (Character’s) 
internal conflict in the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Describe 
(Character’s) internal conflict 
in the story. 
In paragraph #, the 
descriptions of (Character) 
suggest that — 
 
The description of (Character 
1) emphasizes (Character 
2’s) — 
 
Why are (Character’s) 
comments about (detail from 
text) in paragraphs # and # 
important to the story? 
 
The narrator’s 
(observations/actions) in 
paragraph # are important to 
the story because they — 
 
What is the narrator’s primary 
motivation for (description of 
action)? 
 
Why is (Character’s) 

In paragraph #, the 
descriptions of (Character) 
suggest that — 
 
The description of (Character 
1) emphasizes (Character 
2’s) — 
 
Why are (Character’s) 
comments about (detail from 
text) in paragraphs # and # 
important to the story? 
 
The narrator’s 
(observations/actions) in 
paragraph # are important to 
the story because they — 
 
What is the narrator’s primary 
motivation for (description of 
action)? 
Why is (Character’s) 
(description of action) 
important to the plot? 
 
7.619E 
Which of these is the best 
summary of the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Write an 
effective summary of the 
story. 
 
 
 

contribute to (Character’s) 
conflict in the story? 
 
How does the setting 
advance the plot of the 
story? 
 
The setting is important to 
the plot because — 
 
7.3F19 
A theme expressed in the 
story centers on — 
What is the primary theme of 
this story? 
Which of these is an 
important idea expressed in 
the excerpt? 
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(description of action) 
important to the plot? 
 
7.6F19D 
Which sentence from the text 
foreshadows that 
(forthcoming event)? 
 
The author uses (sentence 
structure: short sentences, 
questions, exclamations, etc.) 
in paragraph # to help create 
a feeling of? 
 
The author’s use of (sentence 
structure: short sentences, 
questions, exclamations, etc.) 
in paragraph # helps the 
reader understand — 
 
The details in paragraph # 
help the reader infer that — 
 
Read these sentences from 
the story. 

Sentence. (paragraph #) 
Sentence. (paragraph #) 

 
➢ Based on these 

sentences, the reader 
can infer that  

(Character) thinks — 
 
(Character’s) thoughts in 
these sentences reveal that 
he/she — 
Why does the narrator 
(describe action by the 
narrator)? 
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Establishing Writing Routines 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue 
sentence into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this 
sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of 
speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, 
keep the meaning but revise 
the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- 
keep the structure of the 
sentence but rewrite with your 
own meaning.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 5- Invitation to edit- 
mentor sentence editing quiz 
to correct grammatical 
errors. 

 
     

 

Sentence variety 
(7.19C) simple and compound 
 
(7.19Av) Prepositions and prepositional phrases  
 
(7.20A) Capitalization  
 
Mini Lesson: 
Capitalization Rules 
You may wish to have your students watch this video over capitalization rules: 
https://www.ereadingworksheets.com/free-grammar-worksheets/capitalization-lesson.mp4 
  
Alternatively, there is a capitalization lesson PowerPoint that reviews the rules students need to know. 
  
Additionally, you may wish to create an anchor chart and post it somewhere visible so your students can refer to it in their writing. 
 

 

7.14A  
7.17Aii 
Plan a first draft by 
developing a thesis or 
controlling idea. 
Deconstruct the prompt  
 

7.14B  
develop a draft to include an 
organizational strategy  (e.g., 
sequence of events, 
cause-effect, 
compare-contrast) and build 
upon ideas and details that 

7.14C Revise drafts to ensure 
precise word choice and vivid 
images; consistent point of 
view; use of simple, 
compound, and complex 
sentences; internal and 
external coherence; and the 

7.14D Edit drafts for 
grammar, mechanics, and 
spelling 
 
 
 

7.14E Revise final draft in 
response to feedback from 
peers and teacher and 
publish written work for 
appropriate audiences.  
 
 

 

https://www.ereadingworksheets.com/free-grammar-worksheets/capitalization-lesson.mp4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IyUpzGMtibS1QbkisqO1XhjAS3msws2Q
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Expository Writing 
PowerPoint 
Key Mode: Writing an 
Expository Essay 
Key Strategy: Planning and 
Drafting and Expository 
Essay 

Beginning Activity 

Present the following prompt 
(WRITE an expository essay 
about the importance of 
overcoming your fears.) and 
allow students to write an 
expository essay in order to 
gauge their progress. 
  

You may wish to use the 
strategy called “11 minute 
essay” to allow students an 
opportunity to quickly create 
a draft. See here for steps 
on how to teach students 
this strategy. 
 

are strongly related and and 
contribute to the thesis or 
controlling idea.  
  

Introductory Paragraph 
Additional Support: 

For students who may need 
additional support you may 
want to provide them with 
more explicit graphic 
organizers that support the 
expository writing process. 
  

Truism Simple Graphic 
Organizer 
  

TEA Scored 8 Expository 
Essay with Truism Graphic 
Organizer Annotation 
  

Heartmaps - Expository 
Essay Graphic Organizers 
  

 
 

use of effective transitions   
Editing Essays 
 
Have students participate in a 
peer editing workshop. 
Provide students with a chart 
of editing marks and allow 
them to work in pairs to edit 
each other’s papers. They 
should use a different colored 
pen/pencil to mark where 
changes should be made. 
  

The first time you conduct a 
peer editing workshop, you 
may find it easier to set time 
limits for each item they are 
editing for.  For example, give 
students 2 minutes to look at 
the beginning of each 
sentence and check to see if 
there is a capital letter. If not, 
they should use the 
appropriate editing mark. 
Editing Marks Chart 
Expository Revising and 
Editing Checklist 
 
 
 

Students can complete a 
Gallery Wall using the Wall 
of Fours Graphic Organizer. 
 

   

 
 
 
 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1soeHpcVW0QMhr048ShgWr8HAiEgCMENb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1soeHpcVW0QMhr048ShgWr8HAiEgCMENb/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I_mGScY_x3rvF2C2tU7zf8y5hLG4SAif80zgPOaP8sM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I_mGScY_x3rvF2C2tU7zf8y5hLG4SAif80zgPOaP8sM/edit
https://helpingeducateothers.wordpress.com/2014/06/26/an-overview-of-the-11-minute-essay/
https://helpingeducateothers.wordpress.com/2014/06/26/an-overview-of-the-11-minute-essay/
https://helpingeducateothers.wordpress.com/2014/06/26/an-overview-of-the-11-minute-essay/
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/12HFdh6Qx06EkzVQ3mJcBQKIzPU_O-cQN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1cMf32MTtpizRx937drpsOv65flqJ_6n2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1cMf32MTtpizRx937drpsOv65flqJ_6n2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1Hp5bdBvfLSxnYGYOkJXsXtdeYhHQJjnr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1Hp5bdBvfLSxnYGYOkJXsXtdeYhHQJjnr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1Hp5bdBvfLSxnYGYOkJXsXtdeYhHQJjnr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1Ju8MLWZN6X7pv8goZX0IySTZphh9KxmL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1Ju8MLWZN6X7pv8goZX0IySTZphh9KxmL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1cEroXxTEQwSqqfx1nXZpU_nN_UJ2b_a0/view?usp=sharing
http://graphicideals.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/ProofreadersMarks.jpg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dc1eSTuF1m-b1igFUiHzRe_aa6e-vHH0qe6hklpJZvQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dc1eSTuF1m-b1igFUiHzRe_aa6e-vHH0qe6hklpJZvQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_GfiAiKzclatAsg5cBpQy3t3zY_GYtpT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_GfiAiKzclatAsg5cBpQy3t3zY_GYtpT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_GfiAiKzclatAsg5cBpQy3t3zY_GYtpT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I_mGScY_x3rvF2C2tU7zf8y5hLG4SAif80zgPOaP8sM
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Week 2 Monday 10/8 Tuesday 10/9 Wednesday 10/10 Thursday 10/11 Friday 10/12 

 Establishing Habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

Staff Development 

 

Fiction 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6A 
Explain the influence of the 
setting on plot 
development. 
 
7.6C  
Analyze different forms of 
point of view, including 
first-person, third-person 
omniscient, and 
third-person limited. 
 
7.6Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the 
structure and elements of 
fiction and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding. 
 
 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6B 
Analyze the development of 
the plot through the 
internal and external 
responses of the 
characters, including their 
motivations and conflicts. 
 
7.6C 
Analyze different forms of 
point of view, including 
first-person, third-person 
omniscient, and 
third-person limited. 
 
7.6Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the 
structure and elements of 
fiction and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding. 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6B 
Analyze the development of 
the plot through the internal 
and external responses of the 
characters, including their 
motivations and conflicts. 
 
7.6Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the 
structure and elements of 
fiction and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding. 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.8A 
 
7.8Fig.19D 
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases 
and analyze how an author's 
use of language creates 
imagery, appeals to the 
senses, and suggests mood. 
 

Staff Development 
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7.6Fig19E 
Summarize, paraphrase, 
and synthesize texts in 
ways that maintain meaning 
and logical order within a 
text and across texts. 

 

    
 
 

Staff Development 

 

7.6B 
How does internal and 
external characterization 
contribute to the story’s 
plot? 

7.6B 
How does internal and 
external characterization 
contribute to the story’s 
plot? 

7.6B 
How does internal and external 
characterization contribute to 
the story’s plot? 
 
7.619D 
What text evidence supports 
inferences and/or conclusions 
about characterization? 
 
What inferences and 
connections can be made 
between the author’s use of 
specific sentence structures 
and fictional elements (e.g., 
mood, characterization, etc.)? 
 
What inferences and/or 
conclusions can be made 
about the narrator/characters 
based on specific details? 
 
What text evidence supports 
inferences and/or conclusions 
about the narrator? 

7.8A Why does the author 
include sensory language? 
 
How does sensory language 
suggest a specific mood? 
 
How does sensory language 
contribute to meaning? 
 
How does sensory language 
suggest a specific mood? 
 
How does sensory language 
contribute to meaning? 

Staff Development 
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"Polly Sits Tight" by Ethel M. Caution 
"Polly Sits Tight" Text-Dependent Questions 
"A Strong Opinion" by Rachel Howard 
"A Strong Opinion" Text-Dependent Questions 
"Muffin" by Susan Cooper 
 
Key Strategies: 
Annotating 
Close Reading 
 

Staff Development 

 

7.6F19D 
Which sentence from the text 
foreshadows that 
(forthcoming event)? 
 
The author uses (sentence 
structure: short sentences, 
questions, exclamations, etc.) 
in paragraph # to help create 
a feeling of? 
 
The author’s use of 
(sentence structure: short 
sentences, questions, 
exclamations, etc.) in 
paragraph # helps the reader 
understand — 
 
The details in paragraph # 
help the reader infer that — 
 
Read these sentences from 
the story. 

Sentence. (paragraph #) 

7.6B 
(Character 1’s) interaction 
with (Character 2) 
contributes to the plot 
by — 
 
Which of these best 
describes (Character’s) 
internal conflict in the 
story? 
‒ Alternate wording: 
Describe (Character’s) 
internal conflict in the 
story. 
 
In paragraph #, the 
descriptions of (Character) 
suggest that — 
The description of 
(Character 1) emphasizes 
(Character 2’s) — 
Why are (Character’s) 
comments about (detail 
from text) in paragraphs # 
and # important to the 

7.6B 
(Character 1’s) interaction with 
(Character 2) contributes to 
the plot 
by — 
 
Which of these best describes 
(Character’s) internal conflict in 
the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Describe 
(Character’s) internal conflict in 
the story. 
 
In paragraph #, the 
descriptions of (Character) 
suggest that — 
The description of (Character 
1) emphasizes (Character 2’s) 
— 
Why are (Character’s) 
comments about (detail from 
text) in paragraphs # and # 
important to the story? 
 
The narrator’s 

7.8A 
Read the following sentence 
from paragraph #. 
(Sentence from paragraph.) 
 
The author uses figurative 
language in this sentence most 
likely to — 
 
Read this sentence from 
paragraph #. 
(Sentence from paragraph.) 
 
The sensory language in this 
sentence highlights the narrator’s 
 
7.8Fig.19D 
In paragraph #, which words 
does the author use to create 
a (adjective) mood? 
 
Read the following sentence 
from paragraph #. 
(Sentence from paragraph.) 
 
The author uses the 
comparison to help the reader 

Staff Development 

 

https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1LAS_8r9qm6D6dQ0exvJ5NMd0VTzkDQ9T/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hE9uE60njOwbFMYx0Wlo1mtFd65Sr0c9lgs4zzQ4GXM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1y9Rg1Kv8J9xIDsorTHNs3kznLLHVvaZC/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S8YobUPG170k4uvSBGUIJKWuJaP7zXV1Yn-E0MPAYxA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/muffin
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikiversity/en/f/fa/Annotating_Text.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ZjbYW9N3E54/UZsOwQrEaZI/AAAAAAAAFe0/UrHD5ruEbNY/s1600/close+read+png.png
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Sentence. (paragraph #) 

 
➢ Based on these 

sentences, the 
reader can infer that  

(Character) thinks — 
 
(Character’s) thoughts in 
these sentences reveal that 
he/she — 
Why does the narrator 
(describe action by the 
narrator)? 
 

story? 
 
The narrator’s 
(observations/actions) in 
paragraph # are important 
to the story because they 
— 
 
What is the narrator’s 
primary motivation for 
(description of action)? 
 
Why is (Character’s) 
(description of action) 
important to the plot? 

(observations/actions) in 
paragraph # are important to 
the story because they — 
 
What is the narrator’s primary 
motivation for (description of 
action)? 
 
Why is (Character’s) 
(description of action) 
important to the plot? 
 
7.6F19D 
Which sentence from the text 
foreshadows that (forthcoming 
event)? 
 
The author uses (sentence 
structure: short sentences, 
questions, exclamations, etc.) 
in paragraph # to help create a 
feeling of? 
 
The author’s use of (sentence 
structure: short sentences, 
questions, exclamations, etc.) 
in paragraph # helps the 
reader understand — 
 
The details in paragraph # help 
the reader infer that — 
 
Read these sentences from 
the story. 

Sentence. (paragraph #) 
Sentence. (paragraph #) 

 
➢ Based on these 

sentences, the reader 
can infer that  

(Character) thinks — 

understand — 
 
In paragraph #, the author 
refers to (detail from text) as 
(“quoted description of detail 
from the text”) to show that — 
 
What does the simile in 
paragraph # suggest about 
(Character)? 
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(Character’s) thoughts in these 
sentences reveal that he/she 
— 
Why does the narrator 
(describe action by the 
narrator)? 
 
 
 
 

 

    Staff Development 
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Punctuating sentences and Organizing writing 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue 
sentence into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this 
sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of 
speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, 
keep the meaning but revise 
the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- 
keep the structure of the 
sentence but rewrite with your 
own meaning. 
 
Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 5- Invitation to edit- 
mentor sentence editing quiz 
to correct grammatical errors.  

Staff Development 

 

    Staff Development 

 

Mini Lesson: 
Punctuating Dialogue 
  
While students learned about using quotations in their writing earlier in the six weeks, you may wish to also review the rules 
about punctuating dialogue so students can revise/edit the dialogue in their short story. 
  
You may wish to have students view one of the these videos before they begin editing their short stories: 
1. Commas in Dialogue 
2. Rules for Punctuating Dialogue 
 
Mini Lesson: 
Revising for a Variety of Sentence Types 
To ensure students have a variety of sentences types, you may wish to review the different types of sentences and set aside a 
specific time where students will only revise their sentence structures. 
To review sentence types, you may wish to use this EReading Powerpoint presentation over different sentence types. Each 
sentence type is explained with examples. 
 
 

Staff Development 

 

https://youtu.be/uYoX_Qyknao
https://youtu.be/uYoX_Qyknao
https://youtu.be/dWSfn9oPnJg
https://youtu.be/dWSfn9oPnJg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v4iMo_7F4sAWaHuGkyydOihssgjtJ6pM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v4iMo_7F4sAWaHuGkyydOihssgjtJ6pM
https://youtu.be/dWSfn9oPnJg
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In Week 1, students should have written a complete draft of an expository essay.   
For this week, students will continue to work on their expository essay by revising and editing their draft. 
  

 

Staff Development 
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Week 3 Monday 10/15 Tuesday 10/16 Wednesday 10/17 Thursday 10/18 Friday 10/19 

 Establishing Habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

Fair Day 

 

Fiction & Drama 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.8A 
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases 
and analyze how an 
author's use of language 
creates imagery, appeals to 
the senses, and 
suggests mood. 
 
7.8Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about how an 
author's sensory language 
creates imagery in literary 
text and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding. 
 
7.6Fig19E 
Summarize, paraphrase, 
and synthesize texts in 
ways that maintain meaning 
and logical order 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.8A 
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases 
and analyze how an 
author's use of language 
creates imagery, appeals to 
the senses, and 
suggests mood. 
 
7.8Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about how an 
author's sensory language 
creates imagery in literary 
text and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding. 
 
7.6Fig19E 
Summarize, paraphrase, 
and synthesize texts in 
ways that maintain meaning 
and logical order 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B 
 
Genre: Drama: 
7.5A 
Explain a playwright's use of 
dialogue and stage 
directions. 
 
7.8A 
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases 
and analyze how an author's 
use of language 
creates imagery, appeals to 
the senses, and 
suggests mood. 
 
7.5Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the 
structure and elements of 
drama and provide evidence 
from text to support 
their understanding. 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Drama: 
7.5A 
Explain a playwright's use of 
dialogue and stage 
directions. 
 
7.8A 
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases 
and analyze how an author's 
use of language 
creates imagery, appeals to 
the senses, and 
suggests mood. 
 
7.5Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the 
structure and elements of 
drama and provide evidence 
from text to support 
their understanding. 
 

Fair Day 
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within a text and across 
texts 
 
 
 

within a text and across 
texts 
 

 

    Fair Day 

 

7.8A 
Why does the author include sensory language? 
 
7.8Fig19D  
How does sensory language suggest a specific mood? 
How does sensory language contribute to meaning? 
 
7.6Fig19E 
What are the characteristics of an effective summary for 
the whole text? 

7.5A 
How do stage directions reveal key details, plot elements, 
setting, and characterization? 
 
7.8A  
How does dialogue reveal character traits, thoughts/feelings, 
actions and/or plot elements? 
 
7.5Fig19D 
What inferences and/or conclusions can be made about details 
and literary techniques (e.g., irony)? 

Fair Day 
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Key Texts: 
“Clara Barton: Battlefield Nurse” by Jeannette Covert Nolan 
"Clara Barton: Battlefield Nurse" Text-Dependent Questions 
“The Rights of Women” by Albert Cullum and David Almeida 
"The First Flag" by Barbara Radner 
Excerpt from Speak 
  

Key Strategy: 
Close Reading 
 To introduce close reading for fiction, you can present a mini lesson to show students the steps of close reading. 
 

Fair Day 

 

7.8A 
Read the following sentence from paragraph #. 
(Sentence from paragraph.) 
The author uses figurative language in this sentence most 
likely to — 
 
Read this sentence from paragraph #. 
(Sentence from paragraph.) 
The sensory language in this sentence highlights the 
narrator’s — 
 
7.8Fig19D 
In paragraph #, which words does the author use to create 
a (adjective) mood? 
 
Read the following sentence from paragraph #. 
(Sentence from paragraph.) 
The author uses the comparison to help the reader 
understand — 
In paragraph #, the author refers to (detail from text) as 
(“quoted description of detail from the text”) to show that — 
What does the simile in paragraph # suggest about 
(Character)? 

7.5A 
The playwright uses the sounds of (description of sounds: rain 
and thunder, banging, etc.) throughout the play mainly to (verb: 
inform/hint/provide) — 
 
Why does the playwright include stage directions at the 
(beginning/end) of Scene #? 
 
 The stage directions in paragraph # indicate that — 
 
(Character’s) dialogue in paragraphs # through # suggests that 
(he/she) — 
 
In Scene #, the dialogue between (Character one) and 
(Character two) reveals that (Character one) — 
 
Paragraph # is important to the play because it shows that 
(Character name) — 
 
Which of the following lines does the playwright include to show 
that (Character name) is (Character trait)? 
 
The dialogue in paragraph # indicates that — 

Fair Day 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mv80xcUl-4DgTtUQTjXiAVX09KhQYN-7
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15OoCgIKGS8LQ_TJCqTEDXazdz0yhkaWBaUv5My7UqGc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uTnQ3uxVtg9p5T3gFEpwwynAgxAEUz7c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uTnQ3uxVtg9p5T3gFEpwwynAgxAEUz7c
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1dZ63b3YkxPwKDXes_WVUM2eLzAYBxCBD/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H6Rl9SEBkRycdFIH47ESHae-hM_SrQXZb-JVdMRGNJc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/11GH3EvlWDV27jNDdfFJ2LoOsEKRjA4nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/11GH3EvlWDV27jNDdfFJ2LoOsEKRjA4nH/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Hm-tRLLtCpwg4A29ibKRBOfaNEIg6pkLFhiZoESrCyY/edit?usp=sharing
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7.6Fig19E 
Which of these is the best summary of the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Write an effective summary of the 
story 
 

 
7.8A 
Read these lines from paragraph #. 
(Sentence from paragraph #.) 
 
The playwright includes these lines to suggest that — 
Why does the playwright include the sensory language 
 
7.5Fig19D 
Read the following line from Scene # of the play. 
(Sentence from Scene #.) 
 
What is ironic about (summary of boxed information)? 
 
Why does (Character) (description of character’s action)? 
 
What can the reader infer about (Character) based on how the 
play ends? 
 

 

    Fair Day 
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Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue 
sentence into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this 
sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of 
speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, 
keep the meaning but revise 
the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- 
keep the structure of the 
sentence but rewrite with your 
own meaning. 
 
Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 5- Invitation to edit- 
mentor sentence editing quiz 
to correct grammatical errors.  

Fair Day 

 

    Fair Day 

 

 
Mini Lesson: 
Using Quotation Marks 
Using quotation marks correctly is a skill students will need to incorporate quotations into their text 
responses as well as when they are writing their short stories in weeks 4 and 5. 
  
You may wish to use this Powerpoint Presentation to review the rules for using quotation marks. 
 

Fair Day 

 

7.17C Response to Text Key Strategy: 
Writing with Textual Evidence 
You may wish to scaffold each activity with the close reading module so students are able to build up to writing a short answer 
response. Students will use their knowledge developed each phase of the module to develop their short answer responses. 
 
Key Resources: 
RACE graphic organizer 
RACE rubric 
“Clara Barton:Battlefield Nurse” Close Reading Module Questions 

Fair Day 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MtTsM-UC37Y2-4vrxCpNPmHSsyy5Gdhm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MtTsM-UC37Y2-4vrxCpNPmHSsyy5Gdhm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vXMKbc8WOlwPfbj0IrznZXjY3CXAXcYj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s0TJv4Nur8vVgSsTDIlhl1IS5qEhxYho
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15OoCgIKGS8LQ_TJCqTEDXazdz0yhkaWBaUv5My7UqGc
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“Clara Barton: Battlefield Nurse” STAAR Questions 
 
Additional Expository Essay Graphic Organizers 
 

Expository Essay Graphic Organizer 
  

Expository Essay Graphic Organizer (Student Sample) 
Key Mode: 
Response to Text 
Writing an Imaginative Story 
  

Key Strategy: 
Writing with Textual Evidence 
Since students will continue with Response to Text, you may wish to have students answer the “The Legacy of Rosa Parks” 
Text-Dependent Questions using the RACE strategy. 
  
Writing: 
You may wish to have students engage in writing with RACE using an activity called “Expand the Sentence.” Students will need 
to be in groups of 3-4. After giving each students a text dependent question based on “The Legacy of Rosa Parks,” students 
will work as a group to create their response. 
 

  

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=116yGrIhOmXhcB_kvYIiUvkz3rHCQsGFYB8iVZN36puA
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1KYEnRnN-hlSl9SiuUB-A9Sg_mriDSZrU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1THrvsQeTMJ1J-P9hWKGe9P5_xyjjyXYP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1cEroXxTEQwSqqfx1nXZpU_nN_UJ2b_a0/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UbHSNhrkq4wri1csUYaVVcArXHPXxuM8PQ8ZHVtsLc0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UbHSNhrkq4wri1csUYaVVcArXHPXxuM8PQ8ZHVtsLc0/edit?usp=sharing
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Week 
4 

Monday 10/22 Tuesday 10/23 Wednesday 10/24 Thursday 10/25 Friday 10/26 

 Practicing Habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

 

Drama & Fiction (Media Literacy) 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Drama: 
7.5A 
Explain a playwright's use 
of dialogue and stage 
directions 
 
7.8A  
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases and 
analyze how an author's 
use of language creates 
imagery, appeals to the 
senses, and suggests 
mood. 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6B 
Analyze the development of 
the plot through the 
internal and external 
responses of the 
characters, including their 
motivations and conflicts. 
  
7.6Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the 
structure and elements of 
fiction and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding. 
 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction: 
7.6B 
Analyze the development of the 
plot through the internal and 
external responses of the 
characters, including their 
motivations and conflicts. 
 
7.6Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about the structure 
and elements of 
fiction and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding. 
 
7.6Fig19E 
Summarize, paraphrase, and 
synthesize texts in 
ways that maintain meaning 
and logical order 
 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction (Media 
Literacy): 
7.8A  
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases 
and analyze how an author's 
use of language 
creates imagery, appeals to 
the senses, and 
suggests mood. 
 
7.8Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about how an 
author's sensory language 
creates imagery in literary 
text and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding. 
 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction (Media 
Literacy: 
7.8A 
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases 
and analyze how an author's 
use of language 
creates imagery, appeals to 
the senses, and 
suggests mood. 
 
7.8Fig19D 
Students understand, make 
inferences and draw 
conclusions about how an 
author's sensory language 
creates imagery in literary 
text and provide evidence 
from text to support their 
understanding.  
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7.5A 
How do stage directions 
reveal key details, plot 
elements, setting, and 
characterization? 
 
How does dialogue reveal 
character traits, 
thoughts/feelings, actions 
and/or plot elements? 
 
7.8A  
How does 
figurative/sensory language 
contribute to meaning? 

7.6B 
How does internal and 
external characterization 
contribute to the story’s 
plot? 
 
What text evidence 
supports inferences and/or 
conclusions about 
characterization? 
 
7.6Fig19D 
What text evidence does 
the author include to 
foreshadow future events? 
 
What inferences and 
connections can be made 
between the author’s use of 
specific sentence structures 
and fictional elements (e.g., 
mood, characterization, 
etc.)? 
 
What inferences and/or 
conclusions can be made 
about the 
narrator/characters based 
on specific details? 
 
What text evidence 
supports inferences and/or 
conclusions about the 
narrator? 

7.6B 
How does internal and external 
characterization contribute to 
the story’s plot? 
 
What text evidence supports 
inferences and/or conclusions 
about characterization? 
 
7.6Fig19D 
What text evidence does the 
author include to foreshadow 
future events? 
 
What inferences and 
connections can be made 
between the author’s use of 
specific sentence structures 
and fictional elements (e.g., 
mood, characterization, etc.)? 
 
What inferences and/or 
conclusions can be made about 
the narrator/characters based 
on specific details? 
 
What text evidence supports 
inferences and/or conclusions 
about the narrator? 
 
7.6Fig19E 
What are the characteristics of 
an effective summary for the 
whole text? 

7.8A  
Why does the author include sensory language? 
 
7.8Fig19D 
How does sensory language suggest a specific mood? 
How does sensory language contribute to meaning? 
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Key Texts 
Ronald Reagan Gun Control Speech 
  

Letter from the President, Lyndon B. Johnson, Gun Control Legislation 
  

Recommended Alternative Text 
  

The Family Sells the Family Gun 
 
Close Reading Google Slides Presentation. 
  

students can use a Close Reading Text Interaction Graphic Organizer and a Close Reading Comprehension 
Strategies Graphic Organizer  

 

 

7.5A 
The playwright uses the 
sounds of (description of 
sounds: rain and thunder, 
banging, etc.) throughout the 
play mainly to (verb: 
inform/hint/provide) — 
Why does the playwright 
include stage directions at 
the (beginning/end) of Scene 
#? 
 
The stage directions in 
paragraph # indicate that — 
(Character’s) dialogue in 
paragraphs # through # 
suggests that 
(he/she) — 
 
In Scene #, the dialogue 

7.6B  
(Character 1’s) interaction 
with (Character 2) 
contributes to the plot 
by — 
Which of these best 
describes (Character’s) 
internal conflict in the 
story? 
‒ Alternate wording: 
Describe (Character’s) 
internal conflict in the 
story. 
 
In paragraph #, the 
descriptions of (Character) 
suggest that — 
The description of 
(Character 1) emphasizes 
(Character 2’s) — 

7.6B 
(Character 1’s) interaction with 
(Character 2) contributes to 
the plot 
by — 
Which of these best describes 
(Character’s) internal conflict in 
the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Describe 
(Character’s) internal conflict in 
the story. 
 
In paragraph #, the 
descriptions of (Character) 
suggest that — 
The description of (Character 
1) emphasizes (Character 2’s) 
— 
Why are (Character’s) 
comments about (detail from 

7.8A 
In paragraph #, which words does the author use to create a 
(adjective) mood? 
 
Read the following sentence from paragraph #. 

(Sentence from paragraph.) 

The author uses figurative language in this sentence most 
likely to — 
 
Read this sentence from paragraph #. 

(Sentence from paragraph.) 

The sensory language in this sentence highlights the 
narrator’s — 
 
 
7.8Fig19D 
Read the following sentence from paragraph #. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vx4qb0yrnu4zApCCucCm4ckAiBiF-sd7UnyRD-Zk0Dg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vCEvWIAvabP9O7gmw9RWfIR2_vgU97PdedsdY6EoITg/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/family-sells-family-gun
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wYxUfg97XvSxJf3wWfKZVdz8OlTYSTvbtzUl2Kb1TGw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1tIY3sFcikwskVuo3BRoIx2ryxf6vg0VR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1tIY3sFcikwskVuo3BRoIx2ryxf6vg0VR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/17rgjsAvqkP_BZFelTL8aLqS-aM68Tr4k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/17rgjsAvqkP_BZFelTL8aLqS-aM68Tr4k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/17rgjsAvqkP_BZFelTL8aLqS-aM68Tr4k/view?usp=sharing
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/family-sells-family-gun
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between (Character one) and 
(Character two) reveals that 
(Character one) — 
 
Paragraph # is important to 
the play because it shows 
that (Character name) — 
 
Which of the following lines 
does the playwright include to 
show that (Character name) 
is (Character trait)? 
 
The dialogue in paragraph # 
indicates that — 
 
7.8A  
Read these lines from 
paragraph #. 

(Sentence from paragraph 
#.) 

The playwright includes these 
lines to suggest that — 
 
Why does the playwright 
include the sensory language 
in paragraph #? 
 
 
 
7.8Fig19D 
Read the following sentence 
from paragraph #. 

(Sentence from 
paragraph.) 

The author uses the 
comparison to help the 
reader understand — 
 
In paragraph #, the author 

Why are (Character’s) 
comments about (detail 
from text) in paragraphs # 
and # important to the 
story? 
The narrator’s 
(observations/actions) in 
paragraph # are important 
to the story because they 
— 
What is the narrator’s 
primary motivation for 
(description of action)? 
Why is (Character’s) 
(description of action) 
important to the plot? 
 
Which sentence best 
shows that (Character) 
(thought or feeling 
character has about 
something)? 
 
 
7.6F19D 
Which sentence from the 
text foreshadows that 
(forthcoming event)? 
 
The author uses 
(sentence structure: short 
sentences, questions, 
exclamations, etc.) in 
paragraph # to help create 
a feeling of? 
 
The author’s use of 
(sentence structure: short 
sentences, questions, 
exclamations, etc.) in 
paragraph # helps the 
reader understand — 

text) in paragraphs # and # 
important to the story? 
The narrator’s 
(observations/actions) in 
paragraph # are important to 
the story because they — 
What is the narrator’s primary 
motivation for (description of 
action)? 
Why is (Character’s) 
(description of action) 
important to the plot? 
 
Which sentence best shows 
that (Character) (thought or 
feeling character has about 
something)? 
 
7.6F19D 
Which sentence from the text 
foreshadows that (forthcoming 
event)? 
 
The author uses (sentence 
structure: short sentences, 
questions, exclamations, etc.) 
in paragraph # to help create a 
feeling of? 
 
The author’s use of (sentence 
structure: short sentences, 
questions, exclamations, etc.) 
in paragraph # helps the 
reader understand — 
 
The details in paragraph # help 
the reader infer that — 
 
Read these sentences from 
the story. 

Sentence. (paragraph #) 

(Sentence from paragraph.) 

The author uses the comparison to help the reader 
understand — 
 
In paragraph #, the author refers to (detail from text) as 
(“quoted description of detail from the text”) to show that — 
 
What does the simile in paragraph # suggest about 
(Character)? 
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refers to (detail from text) as 
(“quoted description of detail 
from the text”) to show that — 
 
What does the simile in 
paragraph # suggest about 
(Character)? 

 
The details in paragraph # 
help the reader infer that 
— 
 
Read these sentences 
from the story. 

Sentence. (paragraph 
#) 
Sentence. (paragraph 
#) 

➢ Based on these 
sentences, the 
reader can infer 
that  

(Character) thinks — 
 
(Character’s) thoughts in 
these sentences reveal 
that he/she — 
Why does the narrator 
(describe action by the 
narrator)? 

Sentence. (paragraph #) 

➢ Based on these 
sentences, the reader 
can infer that  

(Character) thinks — 
 
(Character’s) thoughts in these 
sentences reveal that he/she 
— 
Why does the narrator 
(describe action by the 
narrator)? 
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Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue 
sentence into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this 
sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of 
speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, 
keep the meaning but revise 
the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to rewrite- 
keep the structure of the 
sentence but rewrite with your 
own meaning.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 5- Invitation to edit- 
mentor sentence editing quiz 
to correct grammatical 
errors. 

 

     

 

Mini Lesson: 
 
Using Commas w/Introductory Words, Phrases, and Clauses 
 
For this mini lesson, you may wish to create an anchor chart with your students that contains the three parts of this comma rule.  
 
Khan Academy Lesson over commas with introductory words, phrases, and clauses 
 

 

Extended Writing 
Students can make a personal connection to the text with an extended writing response. This response may be a journal entry or a more formal extended 
response with a requirement of 2-3 paragraphs. 
  

This can also be a great opportunity for students to practice using the rules of capitalization and writing complex sentences with appropriate comma usage. 
  

Prompt: Rosa Parks risked her life to fight injustice. Could you have done what she did? Why or why not? 
 
Key Resources: 
RACE Writing Rubric 
RACE Scaffolded Graphic Organizers 
Extended Response Rubric 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s0TJv4Nur8vVgSsTDIlhl1IS5qEhxYho
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vXMKbc8WOlwPfbj0IrznZXjY3CXAXcYj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mg5czBtJ0l1MqI9pmMYnOUUM2g7sX_we
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Week 5 Monday 10/29 Tuesday 10/30 Wednesday 10/31 Thursday 11/1 Friday 11/2 

 Practicing Habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent 
reading habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

● Guided Reading 
Lesson 

● Revisit good 
independent reading 
habits 

 

Drama, Fiction, CA#2, Reteach 

Common Assessment 
Spiral Review 
 
*Highest leverage SE 
review for Fiction and/or 
Drama based on DOL data 

COMMON 
ASSESSMENT 

#2 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2B,7.2E 
 
Genre: Drama 
7.8A 
Determine the figurative 
meaning of phrases 
and analyze how an author's 
use of language 
creates imagery, appeals to 
the senses, and 
suggests mood. 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction 
7.6A 
Explain the influence of the 
setting on plot 
development. 
 
7.6Fig19E 
Summarize, paraphrase, and 
synthesize texts in ways that 
maintain meaning and logical 
order within a text and across 
texts. 
 
 
ISIP 

Daily Vocabulary Focus: 
7.2A, 7.2E 
 
Genre: Fiction 
7.6B 
Analyze the development of 
the plot through the 
internal and external 
responses of the characters, 
including their motivations 
and conflicts. 
 
7.6Fig19E 
Summarize, paraphrase, and 
synthesize texts in ways that 
maintain meaning and 
logical order within a text 
and across texts. 
 
ISIP 

 

 COMMON 
ASSESSMENT 

#2 
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 COMMON 
ASSESSMENT  

#2 

7.8A 
How does figurative/sensory 
language contribute to meaning? 

7.6A 
How do specific details and 
events contribute to the story’s 
plot? 
 
How does setting influence plot 
development? 
 
7.6Fig19E 
What are the characteristics of 
an effective summary for the 
whole text? 
 
 

7.6B 
How does internal and external 
characterization contribute to 
the story’s plot? 
 
7.6Fig19E  
What are the characteristics of 
an effective summary for the 
whole text? 
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Key Text: 
"Amigo Brothers" by Piri 
Thomas 
  

Additional Texts: 
“On A Mountain Trail” by 
Harry Perry Robinson 
“Cinderella” by Charles 
Perrault  
Key Strategies: 
Annotating 
 students a Doug Fisher 
and Nancy Frey 
Annotation Google 
Slides Presentation. 
Click here to see an 
example 
You can also show a 
video that guides 
students step-by-step on 
how to identify figurative 
language in a text.  
 

 

COMMON 
ASSESSMENT 

#2 

   

 

https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/1YCpWqwxf_bfhHNmhQeTUfiGo_fcSMneY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bB7NUr3r1udgSDuN_hpSq6eTpgidpi14
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1teRjO_oDTXXImxju4v8ocChkqRjsksne
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikiversity/en/f/fa/Annotating_Text.jpg
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TOtKFTBR3-ni4Fr3yZMK9O-Q92Xdk9A15g9eiSy3xyQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TOtKFTBR3-ni4Fr3yZMK9O-Q92Xdk9A15g9eiSy3xyQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TOtKFTBR3-ni4Fr3yZMK9O-Q92Xdk9A15g9eiSy3xyQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/131vzHDBq0b9uVSdrH-FEy-x0a1EHUPki/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/dallasisd.org/file/d/131vzHDBq0b9uVSdrH-FEy-x0a1EHUPki/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/f7AFDozZXnc
https://youtu.be/f7AFDozZXnc
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 COMMON 
ASSESSMENT 

#2 

7.8A  
Read these lines from 
paragraph #. 
(Sentence from paragraph #.) 
The playwright includes these 
lines to suggest that — 
 
Why does the playwright 
include the sensory language 
in paragraph #? 
 

7.6A 
Why is (detail) important to 
the story? 
What is the significance of 
(event involving a character)? 
How does the setting 
influence the plot of the story? 
How does the setting 
contribute to (Character’s) 
conflict in the story? 
How does the setting 
advance the plot of the story? 
The setting is important to the 
plot because — 
 
7.6Fig19E 
Which of these is the best 
summary of the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Write an 
effective summary of the 
story. 
 
 
 

7.6B 
(Character 1’s) interaction with 
(Character 2) contributes to the 
plot 
by — 
Which of these best describes 
(Character’s) internal conflict in 
the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Describe 
(Character’s) internal conflict in 
the story. 
In paragraph #, the descriptions 
of (Character) suggest that — 
The description of (Character 1) 
emphasizes (Character 2’s) — 
Why are (Character’s) 
comments about (detail from 
text) in paragraphs # and # 
important to the story? 
The narrator’s 
(observations/actions) in 
paragraph # are important to 
the story because they — 
What is the narrator’s primary 
motivation for (description of 
action)? 
Why is (Character’s) 
(description of action) important 
to the plot? 
 
7.6Fig19E 
Which of these is the best 
summary of the story? 
‒ Alternate wording: Write an 
effective summary of the story. 

 

 COMMON 
ASSESSMENT 

#2 
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Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 1- Copy or glue 
sentence into notebook. 
Invitation to notice- what do 
you notice about this 
sentence?  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 2- Label the parts of 
speech. 

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 3- Invitation to revise, 
keep the meaning but revise 
the sentence.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 4- Invitation to re-write- 
keep the structure of the 
sentence but rewrite with your 
own meaning.  

Mentor Sentence Routine: 
Day 5- Invitation to edit- 
mentor sentence editing quiz 
to correct grammatical 
errors. 

 

 COMMON 
ASSESSMENT 

#2 

   

 

 COMMON 
ASSESSMENT 

#2 

●  ●  ●  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMMON 
ASSESSMENT 

#2 

  
 

 

 

 


